
Infinity Connect
Guide for Administrators

Introduction

About Pexip Infinity and Infinity Connect
Pexip Infinity is a virtualized and distributed multipoint conferencing platform. It enables scaling of video, voice and data 
collaboration across organizations, enabling everyone to engage in high definition video, web, and audio conferencing. It can be 
deployed in an organization’s datacenter, or in a private or public cloud such as Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services (AWS) or 
Google Cloud Platform (GCP), as well as in any hybrid combination.

It provides any number of users with their own personal Virtual Meeting Rooms, as well as Virtual Auditoriums, which they can use 
to hold conferences, share presentations, and chat. Participants can join over audio or video from any location using virtually any 
type of communications tool (such as Microsoft Skype for Business / Lync, a traditional conferencing endpoint, a mobile telephone, 
or a Pexip Infinity Connect client) for a seamless meeting experience.

Virtual Meeting Rooms and Virtual Auditoriums can also be accessed through a Virtual Reception IVR service, which allows all 
participants to dial a single number to access Pexip Infinity, and then use the DTMF tones on their endpoint  to select the 
conference they want to join. The platform also includes the Pexip Distributed Gateway service, allowing end users to place calls to 
other endpoints that use different protocols and media formats.

Infinity Connect clients
The Infinity Connect suite of clients allows users to join conferences (Virtual Meeting Rooms, Virtual Auditoriums and so on) within 
the Pexip Infinity deployment.

In addition to sharing audio and video, Infinity Connect users can also control the conference, view presentations, share content, 
and exchange chat messages with other conference participants. Infinity Connect can also be used in conjunction with the Pexip 
Distributed Gateway to make person-to-person calls, or join conferences hosted on other platforms, such as Skype for Business / Lync 
meetings.

All Infinity Connect clients can make calls to Pexip Infinity services. The Infinity Connect desktop client can also register to Pexip 
Infinity in order to receive calls and use directory services.
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Infinity Connect clients are available for almost any device:

 l The Infinity Connect web app is included as part of all Pexip Infinity deployments. It is used to access Pexip Infinity services 
from all of the major web browsers.

 l The Infinity Connect desktop client is an installable client, supported on Windows, OS X, and Linux. 

 l The Infinity Connect mobile clients are available for Android and iOS devices.

When using Infinity Connect for audio or video on an iOS device, you must use the Infinity Connect mobile client for iOS. 
Browser-based versions of Infinity Connect do not support audio or video when used on iOS.

All Infinity Connect clients are available for free with the Pexip Infinity platform (although, as with any other endpoint, you must 
still have a license with sufficient call capacity before you can place calls).

Infinity Connect guides for end users
We publish a series of quick guides aimed at users of the Infinity Connect desktop client, the Infinity Connect web app, and the 
Infinity Connect mobile client. These guides are available in PDF format from http://docs.pexip.com/admin/download_
pdf.htm#enduser.

Customization and branding guides for administrators
You can customize the Infinity Connect desktop client and Infinity Connect web app,. We publish the following guides covering each 
of these topics:

 l Infinity Connect web app Customization Guide
 l Infinity Connect desktop client Customization Guide

About this guide
This guide covers topics not included in the quick guides, including those that are only relevant to an administrator.

http://docs.pexip.com/admin/download_pdf.htm#enduser
http://docs.pexip.com/admin/download_pdf.htm#enduser
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/customize_webapp.htm
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/customize_desktop.htm
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Prerequisites for deploying Infinity Connect

Enabling and disabling use of Infinity Connect clients
Access to conferences from all Infinity Connect clients is enabled by default. If you do not want users to access conferences within 
your deployment from Infinity Connect clients, you can disable this functionality.

To disable or re-enable this functionality:

 1. Go to Platform Configuration > Global Settings.

 2. From within the Connectivity section:

 a. Deselect or select Enable support for Pexip Infinity Connect and Mobile App. This controls access from all Infinity 
Connect clients and third-party clients using the client APIs.

 b. When Enable support for Pexip Infinity Connect and Mobile App is selected, you must also ensure that Enable WebRTC 
and Enable RTMP are deselected or selected as appropriate to enable the clients that use those protocols to access 
conferences.

When access has been disabled, users attempting to use Infinity Connect clients to access a conference or make a call will be 
presented with the message Call Failed: Disabled. 

Choosing which web app version to use
An updated "next-generation" suite of Infinity Connect clients was released at the same time as Pexip Infinity v18. You can choose 
whether your deployment uses the corresponding next-generation web app, or whether you continue to use the legacy version. For 
more information, see Enabling the next-generation Infinity Connect web app.

Making calls from Infinity Connect clients
For an Infinity Connect client to make a call, it must be able to connect to a Conferencing Node that can route that call on its 
behalf.

Infinity Connect web app clients connect directly to a Conferencing Node or Reverse Proxy (via the host's FQDN or IP address). 
When a call is placed from the client, it is treated as an incoming call request by the Conferencing Node, and routed accordingly. 
For more information, see Service precedence. All other Infinity Connect clients typically use DNS SRV records to find a 
Conferencing Node to connect to.

You must ensure that your deployment has appropriate internal and external DNS configured to allow clients located inside and 
outside your internal network to resolve the Conferencing Node address successfully. The actual address clients use when 
attempting to locate a host Conferencing Node depends on the domain being called and the client's own configuration. For more 
information, see Setting up DNS records for Infinity Connect  client connectivity.

Receiving calls to Infinity Connect clients
For an Infinity Connect client to receive a call, it must register with a Conferencing Node. The client's registration server address 
setting specifies the IP address or FQDN of the Conferencing Node that it should register to; therefore, you must ensure that the 
address used is reachable from the client from the internal or external network as appropriate, and that any FQDNs can be resolved 
via DNS lookups. For more information, see Registering and provisioning the Infinity Connect client.

Currently, only the Infinity Connect desktop client can register to a Conferencing Node.

https://docs.pexip.com/admin/dial_plan.htm?#Service
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What's new in Infinity Connect?
Pexip Infinity version 18 includes the next-generation Infinity Connect web app as default for new installations of Pexip Infinity (this 
was a technology preview feature in v17). In addition, next-generation versions of the Infinity Connect desktop client and Infinity 
Connect mobile clients for iOS and Android have also been released.

These next-generation clients aim to achieve feature parity to users across different browsers, desktops and mobile devices. While 
most of the functionality remains the same as the legacy version of the clients, the look and feel has been updated, and new 
features have been added.

This section lists the main user-facing and administrator-facing changes between the legacy and next-generation versions of the 
Infinity Connect clients.

For a summary of how to use the legacy version of the Infinity Connect clients, see Using legacy clients. For further details on how 
to administer and use the legacy clients, see the v17 Infinity Connect documentation.

Comparison of legacy and next-generation Infinity Connect clients

Feature Change More info

Administrator-facing changes

New Infinity 
Connect web 
app now default

The next-generation version of the Infinity Connect web app is now default for new 
deployments, and for upgrades from v17 deployments that had the tech preview of this 
feature enabled.

Enabling the next-
generation Infinity 
Connect web app

Call routing from 
registered 
desktop clients

There is now an option to control whether registered next-generation desktop clients route 
their calls via the Conferencing Node to which they are registered, or via DNS.

Route calls via 
registrar

DNS SRV domain 
selection

When attempting to locate a Conferencing Node via DNS, the domains used, and the order in 
which they are selected, has changed.

Setting up DNS 
records for Infinity 
Connect  client 
connectivity

Protocol used 
when adding a 
participant

Previously users had to select the protocol to use when adding a participant to a conference; 
now this is done automatically - but appropriate Call Routing Rules that apply to Outgoing calls 
from a conference must be configured to support this.

Call Routing Rules

Pre-configured 
URLs to launch 
conferences 
automatically

The format and parameters of pre-configured URLs for web app, desktop and mobile clients has 
changed:

 l The format for web app links has changed from
https://<address>/?conference=<alias>&etc...
to
https://<address>/webapp/conference/<alias>?etc...

However, any existing legacy-style links may still be used and they will be redirected to the 
new style.

 l Parameters that are no longer supported are escalate, join, forceguest, media, audioonly, 
and bandwidth, as they have been replaced with muteMicrophone, muteCamera and 
callType.

 l Links to the desktop and mobile clients now support additional parameters.

If required, v18 web app users can still use the legacy-style web app links and associated 
parameters by inserting /webapp1 after the Conferencing Node address, followed by the legacy 
parameters.

Creating 
preconfigured links to 
launch conferences 
via Infinity Connect

User-facing changes

https://docs.pexip.com/end_user/infinity_connect_quickguides/using_legacy_clients.htm
https://docs.pexip.com/v17/admin/site_connect.htm
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/registering_devices.htm#route_via_registrar
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/registering_devices.htm#route_via_registrar
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/configuring_gateway_rules.htm
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/configuring_gateway_rules.htm
https://docs.pexip.com/v17/end_user/guide_for_admins/infinity_connect_url.htm
https://docs.pexip.com/v17/end_user/guide_for_admins/infinity_connect_url.htm
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Feature Change More info

Layout of home 
screen

The look and feel of the home screen, and the way in which users select devices and enter the 
address of the person or conference they wish to call, has changed.

 

Content of side 
panel

The side panel to the left of the window now contains two tabs: Participant list and Events. 
Users can toggle between these two tabs.

 

Timeline, events 
tab and chat 
messages

A timeline of events is shown along the bottom of the window, and these events, including any 
chat messages sent or received, are listed in the separate Events tab on the side panel.

 

Selection of 
uploaded files to 
share

There are changes to the way in which users select which files they wish to share from the 
selection they have uploaded.

Share images or PDFs 
with all other 
participants

Joining a meeting 
as a 
presentation-
only participant

The workflow for joining a meeting as a presentation and control-only participant (i.e. without 
sending or receiving audio or video) has changed.

Using Infinity Connect 
for presentation, chat 
and conference 
control only

Joining a meeting 
as an audio-only 
participant

When a user has joined as an audio-only participant, the main video window will now display an 
infographic showing the names of the other participants.

 

Location of the 
meeting controls

The controls that were previously at the bottom right of the window have now been merged 
into either the toolbar or the main meeting control menu.

 

Accessibility A high-contrast option has been included to support WCAG compliance. High contrast *

Presentation-
only Hosts 
starting 
conference

Previously, when a presentation-only Host joined a conference they had to manually start the 
conference before Guests could join. Now, a presentation-only Host joining a conference will 
automatically trigger Guests to join.

 

View 
presentation on 
endpoint

The option to stop sending presentation to a particular participant is no longer available.  

Changing media 
devices during a 
call

All clients (except the web app via Microsoft Edge) now support the option to change the 
camera, microphone or speakers during a call.

Change your camera, 
microphone or 
speakers during a call

Using NFC to join 
conference

Use of NFC to automatically dial an endpoint into a VMR is not currently supported.  

Changing the 
screensharing 
framerate

Previously, desktop client users could, during a call, change the framerate being used to send 
their presentation (although the presentation would still have to be started and stopped for 
the change to take effect). Now any changes to the framerate to be used must be made before 
making the call.

Screen sharing quality

Media statistics The Media Statistics (previously Call Statistics) no longer shows the version of Pexip Infinity 
being used.

 

Desktop client 
registration 
password

In the next-generation desktop clients, the registration password is automatically saved so the 
option to "remember my password" no longer appears.

 

iOS client 
bandwidth 
selection

Previously the iOS client would automatically select an appropriate bandwidth based on 
whether the connection was WiFi or cellular. Now, all bandwidth selection is manual and done 
by the end user prior to placing the call.

Bandwidth *
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Feature Change More info

Registration for 
Android clients

Infinity Connect mobile clients for Android do not currently support registrations.  

Default domain Users can no longer specify a default domain (which was used when no domain was specified in 
the address being called).

 

Adding a 
streaming 
participant

Users must enter an rtmp: prefix when adding a streaming participant.

Dual streaming is not currently supported. 

Streaming and 
recording a 
conference

Guest can enter 
Host PIN

If a participant has joined a meeting as a Guest, whether by selecting "Join" (for a meeting with a 
Host PIN but no Guest PIN) or by entering the Guest PIN, they will have a keypad available on 
their toolbar that can be used to enter the Host PIN, thus allowing them to join as a Host.

 

https://docs.pexip.com/admin/streaming.htm
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/streaming.htm
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/streaming.htm
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Comparison of Infinity Connect and other video endpoints
Infinity Connect is an integrated part of the Pexip Infinity platform. This direct integration means that there are some differences in 
the experience of joining and participating in a Pexip Infinity conference using an Infinity Connect client, when compared with users 
of Skype for Business / Lync clients, and other types of software and hardware endpoints.

The table below summarizes these differences.

Feature Infinity Connect client Skype for Business / Lync clients Other video clients

Appearing in the 
Infinity Connect 
participant list

Participants will appear in the roster 
after they have successfully joined 
the conference.

Participants will appear in the roster while they are waiting to join the 
conference, for example while they are being held at the PIN entry screen 
or waiting for a Host* to join. At this point, they will not have a role 
assigned.

A Host using an Infinity Connect client (including Hosts who have 
joined in control-only mode) can let these participants into the 
conference without them having to enter a PIN. For instructions, see 
Changing a participant's role from Guest to Host (and vice versa).

Joining a Host+Guest 
conference with a Host 
PIN but no Guest PIN

Whether or not a Host has already 
joined, participants will have the 
option to enter the Host PIN (to join 
as a Host), or simply select "Join" (to 
join as a Guest). 

If they choose to join as Guest:

 l If a Host has not yet joined, they 
will be taken to the "Waiting for 
Host" screen.

While waiting for a Host to join, 
they will see a keypad on their 
toolbar which they can use to 
enter the Host PIN and join as a 
Host

 l if a Host has already joined, they 
will be taken straight into the 
conference.

 l If a Host has not already joined, participants will be taken to the 
"Waiting for Host" screen, where they will have the opportunity to 
enter the Host PIN.

 l If a Host has already joined, participants will automatically join as a 
Guest, unless they have included the Host PIN as part of the dial 
string.

Joining a Host+Guest 
conference with a Host 
PIN and Guest PIN

Participants will be asked to enter the conference PIN.

If they enter the Host PIN, they will join the conference.

If they enter the Guest PIN:

 l if a Host has not yet joined, they will be taken to the "Waiting for Host" screen.

 l if a Host has already joined, they will be taken straight into the conference.

Conference PINs with a 
trailing #

When entering PINs, any trailing # is 
optional.

Participants will hear the "please enter the # key" prompts, and must 
enter the # after the PIN.

Joining a VMR via a 
Virtual Reception

Participants must dial into the Virtual 
Reception first, and then at the 
prompt enter the numeric alias of 
the target Virtual Meeting Room. 
However, if your dial plan allows, 
participants can simply enter the 
alias of the target VMR and not have 
to use the Virtual Reception at all.

Participants using SIP and H.323 endpoints and Skype for Business / Lync 
clients can dial a VMR via a Virtual Reception in a single step. They do this 
by dialing <reception_alias>**<destination_alias>@<domain>.

H.323 devices can also use the dial format <reception_
alias>#<destination_alias>@<domain>.

For more information, see Including the numeric alias of the VMR in the 
dial string.

https://docs.pexip.com/admin/pins_hosts_guests.htm#Changing
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/pins_hosts_guests.htm#bypass
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/pins_hosts_guests.htm#bypass
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/about_virtual_reception.htm#bypass
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/about_virtual_reception.htm#bypass
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Feature Infinity Connect client Skype for Business / Lync clients Other video clients

Viewing roster Participants can view the roster. The roster will not be available.

Conference control Host participants can control the 
conference (add, mute, and 
disconnect participants; change a 
participant's role; lock and unlock 
the conference).

Participants will not have access to conference control.

Chat Participants can send and receive chat messages. Participants will not have access to 
chat.
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Installing and using Infinity Connect

About the Infinity Connect web app
The Infinity Connect web app is automatically available as part of all Pexip Infinity deployments. It provides a WebRTC  interface to 
Pexip Infinity conferencing services. Browsers that are not WebRTC-compatible use a Flash-based interface to the legacy version of 
the app.

The web app is supported in the following browser versions (although we recommend using the latest publicly-released version of 
that browser):

 l Google Chrome version 43 and later

 l Mozilla Firefox version 39 and later

 l Opera version 23 and later

 l Microsoft Internet Explorer version 11 and later on Windows 7 (requires Flash Player 11 and later ActiveX® plug-in, and must 
not be in Compatibility View). We do not support Internet Explorer on Windows 10

 l Microsoft Edge version 20.10532 or later for WebRTC support (earlier versions will connect over RTMP and use Flash video) on 
Windows PCs

 l Apple Safari version 6 and later (Mac OS X only). Safari versions 6-10 requires Adobe Flash Player 11 and later plug-in. Safari 
version 11 onwards uses WebRTC. Note that Safari version 11 will not work with Pexip Infinity version 15 or earlier.

When using Infinity Connect for audio or video on an iOS device, you must use the Infinity Connect mobile client for iOS. 
Browser-based versions of Infinity Connect do not support audio or video when used on iOS.

Infinity Connect web app is not supported on devices running on a Windows Phone OS.

Infinity Connect users can share images and PDFs from any browser. Additionally, users on Chrome and Firefox can share their screen 
(Chrome requires that users first install a chrome extension).

Accessing a conference or making a call
To access a conference or make a call using the Infinity Connect web app, users enter into the address bar the IP address or domain 
name of their nearest Conferencing Node (or reverse proxy if, for example, it is being used to host a customized version of the web 
app), followed by /webapp/home (for example, confnode.example.com/webapp/home). Users are then presented with the home 
screen, from where they can check their setup and then select Call to enter the alias of the conference or person they want to call.

System administrators and conference organizers can also provide a preconfigured link to a conference alias.

If your Pexip Infinity deployment is located inside a private network and you want to allow Infinity Connect users who are located 
outside your network to connect to your deployment, see Using Infinity Connect from outside your network.

Hardware requirements
The performance of the Infinity Connect web app typically depends upon a combination of the choice of browser and which other 
applications are currently running on the client system.

However, as a minimum we recommend that your client system has:

 l 4 GB of RAM

 l Intel Core i5 processor or equivalent
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Installing and managing Chrome extensions

Enabling screen sharing in Chrome

Before you can use Infinity Connect via Google Chrome to share your computer screen with other conference participants, you must 
install the Pexip Screensharing Extension. To do this:

 1. While in a meeting, from the toolbar at the bottom of the screen select Share my screen:

 2. If the extension is not already installed, you will see the following message:

 3. Select Install. This will take you to the Pexip Screensharing Extension on the Chrome web store.

 4. Install the extension by clicking on the  button at the top right of the page.
The following confirmation will appear:

 5. Select Add extension.

You are now ready to share your screen.

Managing the Pexip Screensharing Extension

The Pexip Screensharing Extension maintains a list of all of the domains (or websites) that you have allowed to use the extension.

To remove domains from this list:

 1. Go to chrome://extensions (type this in to your Chrome browser's address bar).

 2. Select Options under the Pexip Screensharing Extension.

 3. Select X by any domain you want to remove.

If you subsequently attempt to share your computer screen while participating in a conference hosted at a domain that you have 
removed, you will once again be asked to allow the Pexip Screensharing Extension to share your screen.

About the Infinity Connect desktop client
The Infinity Connect desktop client is released separately to Pexip Infinity, and may have been updated since this Administrator 
Guide was released. For the most up-to-date Infinity Connect desktop client user documentation, see Introduction to Pexip 
Infinity.

http://www.docs.pexip.com/end_user/guide_for_admins/end_user_introduction.htm
http://www.docs.pexip.com/end_user/guide_for_admins/end_user_introduction.htm
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The Pexip Infinity Connect desktop client is a stand-alone video client that provides access to Pexip Infinity services. It is currently 
supported on: 

 l Microsoft Windows 7 and later

 l Mac OS X 10.11 and later

 l Ubuntu Linux 

Hardware requirements
The performance of the Infinity Connect desktop client can depend upon which other applications are currently running on the 
client system.

However, as a minimum we recommend that your client system has:

 l 4 GB of RAM

 l Intel Core i5 processor or equivalent

Installing the Infinity Connect desktop client
No special privileges are required to install the Infinity Connect desktop client, as it is installed in a per-user context.

To install the Infinity Connect desktop client, go to www.pexip.com/software-download and download and install the appropriate 
file for your operating system as described below.

Windows

(Supported on Windows 7 and later.)

Download the (pexip-infinity-connect_<release>_win32-x64.msi) file for Windows.

Double-click on the .msi file to install the Infinity Connect desktop client and then follow the instructions in the installation wizard. 
During the installation process the Infinity Connect icon is added to the desktop, and entries are added to the Windows registry to 
allow links prefixed with pexip: and pexip-provision: to open automatically in the Infinity Connect desktop client.

OS X

(Supported on Mac OS X 10.11 and later.)

Download the pexip-infinity-connect_<release>_darwin-x64.dmg file for OS X.

To install the OS X client, open this file and drag the Pexip Infinity Connect.app into the Applications folder.

Linux

Download the (pexip-infinity-connect_<release>_linux-x64.tgz) file for Linux.

To install the Linux client:

 1. Create a new directory. For example, to install the client for a single user "alice":
mkdir /home/alice/pexapp
cd /home/alice/pexapp

 2. Download the Infinity Connect desktop client tgz file to that directory and extract the archive. For example:
tar -xzf pexip-infinity-connect_<release>_linux-x64.tgz

 3. Copy the .desktop file to the appropriate location for making the application available for this user as per freedesktop.org-
compliant desktop guidelines (see https://developer.gnome.org/integration-guide/stable/desktop-files.html.en for more 
information). For example:
cp pexip-infinity-connect_linux-x64/pexip-infinity-connect.desktop 
/home/alice/.local/share/applications/pexip-infinity-connect.desktop

 4. Using your preferred text editor, modify the Exec line to point to the location of the pexip-infinity-connect binary on your 
system. For example:
emacs /home/alice/.local/share/applications/pexip-infinity-connect.desktop

http://www.pexip.com/software-download
https://developer.gnome.org/integration-guide/stable/desktop-files.html.en
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and make it look something like this:
[Desktop Entry]
Name=Pexip Infinity Connect
Exec=/home/alice/pexapp/pexip-infinity-connect_linux-x64/pexip-infinity-connect
Terminal=false
Type=Application
Icon=application-x-executable

Note that if you want to install the application for all users (rather than just a single user),  follow the same instructions but instead 
copy the .desktop file into the /usr/share/applications directory (you may need root privileges to do this).

Registering the Infinity Connect desktop client
After the Infinity Connect desktop client has been installed, it can be registered to a Conferencing Node. The administrator can also 
provision individual users with their registration details and automatically apply those registration settings to their Infinity Connect 
desktop client.

See Registering and provisioning the Infinity Connect client for more information.

Accessing a conference or making a call
When users open the desktop client, they are presented with the home screen, from where they can check their setup and then 
select Call to enter the alias of the conference or person they want to call (for example meet.alice@vc.example.com).

System administrators and conference organizers can also provide a preconfigured link to a conference alias.

About the Infinity Connect mobile clients 
The Infinity Connect mobile clients are released separately to Pexip Infinity, and may have been updated since this Guide was 
released. For the most up-to-date Infinity Connect mobile client user documentation, see Introduction to Infinity Connect.

The Infinity Connect mobile clients can be used by conference participants to control the conference and view presentations from 
their own personal Android or iOS device, even when they are using a separate telephone or video endpoint to participate in the 
conference.

Users also have the ability to join a conference from their Android or iOS device, as either an audio-only or a full audio and video 
participant, allowing them to participate in a conference from anywhere they have an internet connection. 

Prerequisites
Infinity Connect mobile clients require deployments with HTTPS and valid, trusted certificates. For more information, see 
Managing TLS and trusted CA certificates.

Infinity Connect mobile clients use the Pexip client API, so you must ensure access to this is enabled in your deployment (Platform 
Configuration > Global Settings > Connectivity > Enable Support For Pexip Infinity Connect And Mobile App).

Protocols
Infinity Connect mobile clients use the WebRTC protocol, so you must ensure this is enabled in your deployment (Platform 
Configuration > Global Settings > Connectivity > Enable WebRTC).

Installing the Infinity Connect mobile client for Android
The Infinity Connect mobile client for Android is available for free from the Google Play store at 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pexip.infinityconnect. Follow the instructions to download and install the 
Infinity Connect mobile client on your device.

Versions 1.0 and later of the next-generation Infinity Connect mobile client for Android requires Android 5.0 or later.

http://docs.pexip.com/end_user/guide_for_admins/end_user_introduction.htm
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/certificate_management.htm
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pexip.infinityconnect
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Installing the Infinity Connect mobile client for iOS
The Infinity Connect mobile client for iOS is available for free from the Apple Store at 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/pexip/id1195088102. Follow the instructions to download and install the client on your device.

Versions 1.0 and later of the next-generation Infinity Connect mobile client for iOS is compatible with any iOS device running iOS 
10.x or later.

Accessing a conference or making a call
When users open the Infinity Connect mobile client, they are presented with the home screen, from where they can check their 
setup and then select Call to enter the alias of the conference or person they want to call (for example 
meet.alice@vc.example.com).

System administrators and conference organizers can also provide a preconfigured link to a conference alias.

Configuring Infinity Connect clients 
There are various configuration settings available within the Infinity Connect clients. The table below provides information about 
each of these settings.

Note that administrators can change, disable or provide default text for many of these settings by Customizing the Infinity Connect 
desktop client and Customizing the Infinity Connect Web App.

Administrators can also provision individual Infinity Connect desktop client users with their registration details and automatically 
apply those registration settings to their client. See Registering and provisioning the Infinity Connect client for more information.

Setting Description

Home page

Name The name that will appear to other conference participants.

You'll be asked to enter your name the first time you use the client, but you can change your name from 
the home page by clicking on it.

For desktop client users, your name may already have been pre-filled if your administrator has sent you a 
link that automatically applies your personalized settings to your client, but it can still be overwritten.

 Settings

(Camera)

Shows the currently selected camera. Select this option to change the camera to use.

When the selected camera is working properly, the user's self view will be shown in the main video window.

(Microphone)

Shows the currently selected microphone. Select this option to change the microphone to use.

When the selected microphone is working properly, a green bar will appear under the main video window 
when audio is detected.

(Speakers)

Shows the currently selected speakers or headset. Select this option to change the speakers to use.

To check that the selected speakers are working properly, select the speaker icon from the bottom left of 
the main video window and then select the speaker to use. A tone will be played from that speaker.

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/pexip/id1195088102
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Setting Description

Bandwidth *

The maximum bandwidth for the call, and the bandwidth at which the initial call attempt will be made. 
Note that calls may be temporarily downspeeded due to network conditions.

The default is Medium (576kbps), but if you are on a cellular connection or slow Wi-Fi connection you may 
wish to reduce this to Low (256kbps). 

You should also reconnect using a lower bandwidth if you experience slow or low-quality video.

 Registration

 (Infinity Connect desktop client only)

Server address The address of the server to which registration requests are sent. This should be the IP address or FQDN of a 
local Conferencing Node.

For more information, see Setting up DNS records for Infinity Connect  client connectivity). 

Alias The alias that this client will register with. This is the alias that other users will dial when they want to call this 
client.

This alias must match one of the entries on the Management Node under Service Configuration > Device 
Aliases.

User name / Password The username and password to use when this device registers to Pexip Infinity and is not using Single Sign-
On (SSO) services, such as AD FS.

The username and password must match those configured for this alias on the Management Node under 
Service Configuration > Device Aliases.

If the client is configured for SSO, you will be asked to sign in to an alternative authentication service.

The registration fields are read-only when the client is successfully registered — you must Unregister if you want to change them. When 
a client has been configured (provisioned) with SSO registration information, the user name / password fields are blank and the 
registration settings can only be modified by resetting the app.

 Advanced settings

Confirm when disconnecting 
*

When this option is selected, users must confirm each time they wish to disconnect from a conference. This 
prevents users from accidentally disconnecting themselves. This is on by default.

View full motion presentation 
*

This setting determines how presentations from other participants are initially received by this user.

Presentations can be received in two formats:

 l A lower-bandwidth series of still images (suitable for documents and screens being shared). With this 
option, Pexip Infinity periodically takes a snapshot of the presentation and converts it to JPG format, 
and sends that to the Infinity Connect client at between 0.5 to 1 fps. For this reason, presentations 
that contain a lot of movement may appear jerky to clients using this option.

 l A higher-bandwidth full motion stream (suitable for presentations with a lot of movement). With this 
option, Pexip Infinity sends the presentation to the Infinity Connect client as a video stream at up to 
30 fps, so movement will appear smooth. (Infinity Connect clients can send presentation at up to 5 fps, 
but other clients may send at a higher frame rate.)

This setting is off by default: presentations are initially received as still images, and users can subsequently 
elect to view them in full motion by selecting the HD button. However, when View full motion 
presentation is selected, presentations received by this user will always be shown in full motion by default, 
and the user can then elect to view them as still images.

Send anonymous statistics * When this option is selected, anonymous information about how the client is being used is sent to Pexip. 
This is on by default.
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Setting Description

Play ringtone on incoming 
calls

(Infinity Connect desktop client only)

This is on by default; if users do not want to hear the default ringtone when they are receiving an incoming 
call, they can de-select this option.

Start application in 
background

(Infinity Connect desktop client only)

When this option is selected, the client will start automatically when you start your computer. If you have 
previously entered your registration details the client will also register on startup. If you are configured for 
SSO, you may be asked to sign in to your alternative authentication service, such as AD FS.

This is off by default.

High contrast * When this option is enabled, there is a higher contrast between foreground and background elements of 
the user interface, making them more legible. This is off by default.

Screen sharing quality This setting determines the frame rate used when you share your screen with other participants. A lower 
frame rate will result in images with more Sharpness and is best for static presentations; a higher frame rate 
will be less sharp and is best for content where there is more Motion. The default is 2 frames per second.

Reset The reset option, which is under the About this app setting, clears the app storage and any registration 
settings.

* You can provide a first-time default for this option by Customizing the Infinity Connect web app.
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Using Infinity Connect in-call controls
The table below shows the actions that can be performed while a call is in progress. Note that this table includes all features 
available to the Infinity Connect desktop client, the Infinity Connect web app and the Infinity Connect mobile clients for Android 
and iOS, although not all features are available to all clients.

What How

Enter Host 
PIN (if joined 
as Guest)

From the toolbar at the bottom of the window, select Enter host PIN. 

Change your 
camera, 
microphone 
or speakers 
during a call

 1. From the top right of the side panel, select Control .

 2. Select Select media devices.

 3. Select the camera, microphone or speakers/headset, and then choose a new one from the list of available options.

Share your 
screen with 
all other 
participants

   

(Available to Infinity Connect desktop client and Infinity Connect web app via Chrome or Firefox users only.)

 1. From the toolbar at the bottom of the window, select Share my screen.

 2. For Chrome users, if this is the first time you have shared your screen, enable screen sharing.

 3. Select the window or screen you want to share.

When you are sharing, the icon changes to blue. To stop sharing, select the Stop presenting button.

The best way to share a PowerPoint presentation is to start the Slide Show from within PowerPoint first, and then tab 
to Infinity Connect, share your screen, and select the Slide Show window.

Note that the ability to present into a conference may have been restricted to Hosts only.
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What How

Share images 
or PDFs with 
all other 
participants

   

 1. From the toolbar at the bottom of the screen, select Present files.

The Presentation screen will appear:

 2. Select +, or drag and drop the file(s) you want to share into the Presentation window. You can add multiple files, and 
they can be a combination of images and PDFs (if supported by your device). Each image will be converted into an 
individual slide, as will each page of each PDF.

 3. By default, every slide will be selected for presenting, but you can click on individual slides to select and deselect them:

 4. When you have selected all the slides you want to share, select Present. Use the left < and right > on-screen controls, or 
the arrow keys on your keyboard, to scroll through the slides. You also have the option to  View presentation in a 
separate window.

 5. To stop sharing the slides, from the toolbar select Stop presenting.

Note that the ability to present into a conference may have been restricted to Hosts only.

View a 
presentation 
being shown 
by another 
participant

When a participant starts a presentation, you will automatically see the content they are sharing as your main image, and 
the image of the participants will reduce to a small thumbnail at the top left corner.

You can toggle between viewing the presentation and viewing the participants by clicking on the thumbnail.

You can also click and drag this window to move it.

View a 
presentation 
in a separate 
window

   

Whether you are the presenter or a participant, you can view the current presentation in a separate pop-out window.

To do this, from the bottom right of the screen select View presentation in new window. To close the window, from the 
bottom right of the screen select Close separate presentation window.

View a 
presentation 
at a higher (or 
lower) refresh 
rate

   

When a participant is showing a presentation, by default you receive it as a series of still images. This is suitable for 
documents and screens being shared, but if the presentation contains a lot of movement it may appear jerky. If this is the 
case, you can elect to receive the presentation in full motion as HD video.

To do this, from the bottom right of the screen select View full motion presentation. To return to the default view, select 
View still image presentation.
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What How

Start sending 
and receiving 
video

(For users who have initially joined without audio and video)

From the toolbar at the bottom of the window, select Start Video. 

Start sending 
and receiving 
audio

(For users who have initially joined without audio and video)

From the toolbar at the bottom of the window, select Start audio.

Stop/start 
sending your 
video to 
other 
participants

   

From the toolbar at the bottom of the window, select Turn my camera off or Turn my camera on.

Other participants will no longer be able to see you, but you will be able to see them.

Stop/start 
sending your 
audio to 
other 
participants

   

From the toolbar at the bottom of the window, select Turn my microphone off or Turn my microphone on.

Other participants will no longer be able to hear you, but you will be able to hear them.

Stop/start 
viewing the 
video of 
yourself

The video of yourself that is being sent to other participants is shown in a thumbnail at the top right of the screen. To hide 
this, click on the image. It will be replaced by a small Show self view icon; select this to view your image again.

Show or hide 
the side panel

   

To hide or show the side panel (containing the Participant list tab and the Events tab, and the Control menu), select the 
Hide side panel < and Show side panel > icons. These will be at the middle left or bottom of the screen, depending on your 
device and screen width.
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What How

View details 
of events

The timeline at the bottom of the screen gives a visual overview of the events during the course of the call. You can click on 
any of the events for more information about it:

For a complete list and details of each of the events, from the top of the side 
panel select the Events tab:

View a list of 
other 
conference 
participants

When using Infinity Connect, a list of all other conference participants will be 
shown in the  Participant list tab of the control panel (which is to the left 
of or at the bottom of the screen, depending on the screen width). You can 
scroll through this list, or use the search box at the top of the list, to view the 
names of other participants or select a particular participant to control.
You can show and hide the side panel by clicking on the Hide side panel < 
and Show side panel > icons.

View an 
individual 
participant's 
role

Each person in the Participant list has an icon next to their name, representing their role:

 Hosts, who can control the meeting and other participants

 Guests

 External guests, who have joined via a meeting hosted on an external platform such as a Skype for Business / Lync 
meeting.

Change a 
participant's 
role

(Requires Host privileges; you cannot change your own role to Guest.)
From the Participant list, select the participant and then select  Make Host 
or Make Guest.
You cannot change the role of External guest participants (those who have 
joined via a meeting hosted on an external platform such as a Skype for 
Business / Lync meeting).
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What How

View 
individual 
participant's 
details

From the Participant list, select the participant and then select Show Info. 
This brings up an overlay dialog containing details of the participant, including 
their avatar or image if available (otherwise a placeholder image is shown).

Send and 
receive chat 
messages, 
and share 
online videos 
and images

(Available when chat has been enabled by the administrator)

All events, including chat messages, are shown in the  Events tab of the side panel (which is to the left of or at the bottom 
of the screen, depending on the screen width). 

To send a message, type it in the text box at the bottom of the panel:

Messages are visible to everyone else in the conference with a chat-capable client (such as Skype for Business / Lync or 
Infinity Connect).

You can also share videos and images by pasting their URL into the text box.

Prevent/allo
w others 
from joining 
the meeting

(Requires Host privileges)
From the top left of the screen, select Control  and then select Lock 
meeting or Unlock meeting:
The impact of locking depends on whether or not the meeting has a Host 
PIN. For more information, see Locking a conference and allowing 
participants to join a locked conference.

Allow a 
participant to 
join a locked 
conference

(Requires Host privileges)
Participants who are waiting to join a locked conference are shown in the 
Participant list with a tick and cross next to their names. To allow these 
participants to join the conference, select the green tick. If you do not want 
them to join, select the red cross. 
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What How

Add a 
participant to 
the 
conference

(Requires Host privileges)

 1. From the toolbar at the bottom of the screen, select Add participant.

 2. At the prompt, enter the address of the person you want to dial.

 3. Select whether you want the participant to have Host or Guest 
privileges.

 4. Select Call in.

The call is placed from the VMR to the participant and they will appear in the 
participant list with a green line under their name while their endpoint is 
ringing. If and when the participant answers the call they will join the 
conference; if they do not answer, or do not accept the call, they will 
disappear from the participant list.

Automatic routing is used when a next-generation Infinity Connect client adds a new participant to a conference. This 
means that the dialed alias must match an appropriate Call Routing Rule that applies to Outgoing calls from a 
conference for the call to be placed (using the protocols and call control systems etc. as configured for that rule).

Share a link to 
the meeting

If you want to send a link to the meeting to someone so that they can join 
you, select the Share icon at the top left of the screen and then select Copy 
meeting link.
You can then send this link to other participants who can paste it into their 
browser to join the meeting.

Mute/unmut
e another 
participant

   

(Requires Host privileges)

From the Participant list, select the participant and then select Mute or Unmute.

When muted, a  icon is shown next to the participant's name.

Muting all 
Guests

(Requires Host privileges)
From the top right of the side panel, select Control  and then select 
Mute all guests.
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What How

Send DTMF 
tones to 
another 
participant 
(when in a 
VMR)

(Requires Host privileges; you must be joined over audio, or video and audio)

From the Participant list, select the participant to whom you want to send DTMF tones, and then select Send DTMF. This 
will open a keypad:

   

This feature is generally used to communicate with external systems (such as audio bridges, automated switchboards, and 
recording devices) after they have been added to the conference.

Send DTMF 
tones to the 
other 
participant 
(when in a 
person-to-
person call)

From the toolbar at the bottom of the window, select Open dialpad. This will 
open a keypad.

Transfer a 
participant to 
another VMR

(Requires Host privileges)
From the Participant list, select the participant and then select Transfer 
Participant.
Enter the alias of the conference you wish to transfer the participant to, the 
PIN (if applicable) and whether they should join as a Guest or Host, and then 
select Transfer.
You can transfer any participant, including yourself.

Disconnect 
another 
participant

(Requires Host privileges)

From the participant list, select the participant's name and then select Disconnect.
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What How

Disconnect all 
participants 
(including 
yourself)

(Requires Host privileges)
From the top right of the side panel, select Control  and then select 
Disconnect all.

Disconnect 
yourself from 
the 
conference

From the toolbar at the bottom of the screen, select Disconnect.

Mute/unmut
e the audio 
coming from 
the 
conference

   

From the toolbar at the bottom of the screen, select Mute/Unmute incoming audio.

Change the 
volume of the 
audio coming 
from the 
conference

Desktop client and web app:

From the toolbar at the bottom of the screen, use the slider to adjust the volume level (which is indicated by the green bar 
under the toolbar).

Mobile app:

Use your device's volume controls.
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What How

View 
diagnostic 
information 
about your 
call (when 
connected 
with audio or 
video)

From the top right of the side panel, select Control  and then select Get 
media stats.
This brings up an overlay dialog that displays statistics such as the codec being 
used, incoming and outgoing audio and video bitrates, and how many data 
packets have been lost and received.

Registering and provisioning the Infinity Connect client
The Infinity Connect desktop client can register to a Pexip Infinity Conferencing Node. Infinity Connect clients that are registered to 
Pexip Infinity can:

 l receive calls (as well as place them)

 l use directory services to filter and lookup the contact details (phone book) of other devices or VMRs that are set up on the 
Pexip Infinity platform, making it easier to call those addresses.

Registration is optional. You do not need to register your device in order to make calls.

This topic covers the client authentication options, the DNS requirements, how to provision the clients , some example 
provisioning email template content, and a description of the associated user experience.

Client authentication options
When registering an Infinity Connect client to Pexip Infinity, authentication is optional but recommended. Two authentication 
methods are available:

 l SSO: the client uses Single Sign-On (SSO) services such as AD FS to authenticate the registration.

 l Non-SSO: the username and password credentials with which to authenticate the device's registration are configured in Pexip 
Infinity in association with the device alias.

For any given alias, we recommend that you enable Infinity Connect registrations for either SSO or non-SSO authentication, not 
both. In all cases, the alias being registered by the client must match one of the entries on the Management Node under Service 
Configuration > Device Aliases.

Setting up appropriate DNS records
The Infinity Connect desktop client uses its configured Registration > Server address and performs a DNS SRV lookup on _pexapp._
tcp.<registration server address> to locate a Conferencing Node to which it can send its registration request.

You must therefore ensure that appropriate DNS records have been set up - for more information, see Setting up DNS records for 
Infinity Connect  client connectivity.

Provisioning the Infinity Connect desktop client with registration details
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Users can manually enter their registration details (alias, credentials, registration server address) into their Infinity Connect client. 
However, as an administrator you can simplify this process by provisioning individual users with their registration details and 
automatically applying those registration settings to their Infinity Connect desktop client.

You do this by supplying each user with a provisioning URI in the format:

https://<node_address>/api/client/v2/provision?data=<Base64 encoded name-value pairs>&message=<Base64 encoded 
message>

where:

 l <node_address> is the address of a Conferencing Node.

 l <Base64 encoded name-value pairs> are the data values used to provision the client, and are described below.

 l <Base64-encoded message> is the provisioning message that is displayed to the user. The message parameter is optional and 
by default is "Your Pexip App should have opened and asked to be provisioned. You can now close this window."

Base64 encoding is used to ensure that the data does not get modified by email clients. Note that Base64-encoded data is not 
encrypted.

For example, the provisioning URI might look like this: 
https://px01.vc.example.com/api/client/v2/provision?data=ZzUmVkaXJl...etc...D%3D&message=bkgY3VzdG9tIG1lc3Nh

This provisioning URI can be inserted into email messages without the risk of the link being disabled (unlike the alternative pexip-
provision:// URI scheme). This means users will have a directly clickable link without needing to copy and paste the link into their 
web browser.

Provisioning name-value pairs

The name-value pairs that can be provisioned in the data query string parameter are described in the following table. If you use 
Pexip Infinity to bulk provision device aliases and generate emails to each user, you can use the provided template variables and 
custom Pexip filters to obtain the values for some of the data items and generate the relevant URIs for each user/client. The table 
shows the common data items, and the additional data items that are used for AD FS SSO authentication:

Name Value Suggested 
template 
variable

name The name of the user as it will appear to other conference participants. device_
username

registrationHost The address of the Conferencing Node to which the client should register, for example 
px01.vc.example.com.

There is no 
suitable variable 
for this, as it is 
not a user 
specific value. 

registrationAlias The alias of the device to register to Pexip Infinity. device_alias

registrationUsername The username associated with the device alias (registrationAlias).

This does not apply if you are using SSO services.

device_
username

registrationPassword The password associated with the device alias (registrationAlias).

This does not apply if you are using SSO services.

device_
password

Additional data items when using AD FS SSO authentication
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Name Value Suggested 
template 
variable

adfsFederationServiceName* The Federation Service name e.g. adfs.example.com. There are no 
suitable variables 
for these items, 
as they are not 
user specific 
values.

adfsResource* The Resource Identifier e.g. https://pexipappsso.local.

adfsClientID* The Client ID e.g. a2a07b42-66d7-41e4-9461-9d343c25b7f3.

adfsRedirectURI This is the URI you want the user to be redirected back to after they sign into AD FS. It 
does not correspond with a value configured on the Management Node but it must be 
one of the redirect URIs you set up when configuring AD FS on your Windows Server. We 
recommend you use:

https://<address>/api/client/v2/oauth2_redirect where <address> is the FQDN of a 
Conferencing Node or reverse proxy, for example 
https://px01.vc.example.com/api/client/v2/oauth2_redirect.

When the oauth2_redirect page loads it opens the Infinity Connect client to complete 
the sign-in process. The oauth2_redirect page will remain open but it displays a message 
which by default is "You have successfully signed in. You can now close this window."

You can change this message by including the optional base64-encoded message 
parameter on the oauth2_redirect page URL. For example, the message "my custom 
message" is "bXkgY3VzdG9tIG1lc3NhZ2U=" when base64-encoded. You would then 
specify the adfsRedirectURI as follows: 
https://confnode.example.com/api/client/v2/oauth2_
redirect?message=bXkgY3VzdG9tIG1lc3NhZ2U=

* These AD FS related data values should correspond to what you have configured in Pexip Infinity (Users > AD FS Authentication Clients) 
for the OAuth 2.0 Client.

You do not have to provision all of the common name-value data items — if you supply a subset of the data, the user can manually 
enter the additional data if required. When using AD FS SSO provisioning, all of the AD FS data items must be included in the 
provisioning data.

Example device email template content

The following example content for a device provisioning email template shows how you can build the relevant URI with base64-
encoded provisioning data (using device provisioning variables populated from LDAP) and provide a clickable link for the recipient of 
the email that will provision their client. The first line in this example defines and sets various variables and the second line 
incorporates those variables in the paragraph text and link that is displayed to the recipient.

{%set provisiondata = "name=" + device_username|capitalize + 
"&registrationHost=confnode.example.com&registrationAlias=" + device_alias + 
"&registrationUsername=" + device_username + "&registrationPassword=" + device_password 
%}

<p>You can open <a href="https://confnode.example.com/api/client/v2/provision?{{pex_url_
encode(('data', provisiondata|pex_base64))}}">this link</a> to automatically configure 
your client.</p>

Remember to substitute confnode.example.com with the address of your Conferencing Node.

You can extend the previous example and include the message URL parameter (set to 'Provision your app' in this example) in the 
provisioning link (the %set statement is identical to the previous example):

{%set provisiondata = "name=" + device_username|capitalize + 
"&registrationHost=confnode.example.com&registrationAlias=" + device_alias + 
"&registrationUsername=" + device_username + "&registrationPassword=" + device_password 
%}
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<p>You can open <a href="https://confnode.example.com/api/client/v2/provision?{{pex_url_
encode(('data', provisiondata|pex_base64), ('message', 'Provision your app'|pex_
base64))}}">this link</a> to automatically configure your client.</p>

AD FS SSO examples

This is an example of a provisioning link which can be used to set up Single Sign-On via AD FS:

{%set provisiondata = "name=" + device_username|capitalize + 
"&registrationHost=confnode.example.com&registrationAlias=" + device_alias + 
"&adfsFederationServiceName=adfs.example.com&adfsResource=https://pexipappsso.local&adf
sClientID=a2a07b42-66d7-41e4-9461-
9d343c25b7f3&adfsRedirectURI=https://confnode.example.com/api/client/v2/oauth2_redirect" 
%}

<p>Simply open <a href="https://confnode.example.com/api/client/v2/provision?{{pex_url_
encode(('data', provisiondata|pex_base64))}}">this link</a> to configure your client 
automatically.</p>

Remember to substitute confnode.example.com with the address of your Conferencing Node, and to set the 
adfsFederationServiceName, adfsResource and adfsClientID variables with the appropriate values for your AD FS service.

This next example shows how to include the "successfully signed in" message URL parameter (set to 'Successfully signed-in 
message' in this example) in the oauth2_redirect link:

{%set provisiondata = "name=" + device_username|capitalize + 
"&registrationHost=confnode.example.com&registrationAlias=" + device_alias + 
"&adfsFederationServiceName=adfs.example.com&adfsResource=https://pexipappsso.local&adf
sClientID=a2a07b42-66d7-41e4-9461-
9d343c25b7f3&adfsRedirectURI=https://confnode.example.com/api/client/v2/oauth2_
redirect?" + pex_url_encode(('message', 'Successfully signed-in message'|pex_base64)) %}

<p>Simply open <a href="https://confnode.example.com/api/client/v2/provision?{{pex_url_
encode(('data', provisiondata|pex_base64))}}">this link</a> to configure your client 
automatically.</p>

This final example shows how the "successfully signed in" message (on the oauth2_redirect URL) and the "provision your app" 
message (on the provision URL) can be customized:

{%set provisiondata = "name=" + device_username|capitalize + 
"&registrationHost=confnode.example.com&registrationAlias=" + device_alias + 
"&adfsFederationServiceName=adfs.example.com&adfsResource=https://pexipappsso.local&adf
sClientID=a2a07b42-66d7-41e4-9461-
9d343c25b7f3&adfsRedirectURI=https://confnode.example.com/api/client/v2/oauth2_
redirect?" + pex_url_encode(('message', 'Successfully signed-in message'|pex_base64)) %}

<p>You can open <a href="https://confnode.example.com/api/client/v2/provision?{{pex_url_
encode(('data', provisiondata|pex_base64), ('message', 'Provision your app'|pex_
base64))}}">this link</a> to automatically configure your client.</p>

User experience when using the provisioning link

Non-SSO provisioning

When the user clicks on the provisioning link, they are typically asked to confirm or authorize the launch of the Infinity Connect 
application (the exact nature of the request varies according to the platform and the method of launching the link) and then the 
Infinity Connect client will launch and present the user with a confirmation screen:
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1. Select Open Link to launch Infinity Connect.

2. Select Continue to apply and save the settings contained in the provisioning link.

The registration settings in the client are read-only when the client is successfully registered — you must Unregister if you want to 
change them.

AD FS SSO provisioning

When AD FS SSO provisioning is used, the user is also prompted to sign to AD FS with their AD credentials. Here are some examples 
of the screens that are displayed during the provisioning process (the exact nature varies according to the platform, browser and 
whether the messages have been customized):
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1. Confirm to open the Infinity Connect client.

2. Select Continue to proceed with provisioning the client.

3. Sign in to AD FS.
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4a. AD FS sign-in successful.

4b. Select Open Link to launch Infinity Connect and complete the sign-in process.

 

When a client has been configured (provisioned) with SSO registration information, the user name / password fields are blank and 
the registration settings can only be modified by resetting the app.

Alternative pexip-provision:// URI provisioning scheme

When the Infinity Connect client installs, it registers itself to the pexip-provision:// URI scheme. This provides an alternative 
provisioning URI that can be used to configure the client with personalized settings for each user. This URI takes the following 
format:

pexip-provision://settings/?data=<Base64 encoded name-value pairs>

where data is set to the same set of name-value pairs as described above.

We recommend using the https://<node_address>/api/client/v2/provision style links instead of the pexip-provision:// style 
links, as some mail clients (such as gmail) disable embedded pexip-provision:// style links and other mail clients (such as 
Outlook) may present users with a security notice warning that the hyperlink may be unsafe and users must choose to continue 
in order to launch the application.
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The following example content for a device provisioning email template shows how you can build the relevant pexip-provision:// 
URI with base64-encoded provisioning data (using device provisioning variables populated from LDAP) and provide a clickable link 
for the recipient of the email that will provision their client.

{%set provisiondata = "name=" + device_username|capitalize + 
"&registrationHost=px01.vc.example.com&registrationAlias=" + device_alias + 
"&registrationUsername=" + device_username + "&registrationPassword=" + device_password 
%}

<p>You can open <a href="pexip-provision://settings?data={{provisiondata|pex_base64}}"> 
this link</a>  to  automatically configure your client.</p>

The generated URI for "this link" will take the form pexip-provision://settings?data=bmFtZT1...etc...HVhcA==

Using Infinity Connect to share content
You can use Infinity Connect to share content such as images and PDFs, or what's on your screen, with other participants. What 
you can share depends on which Infinity Connect client you are using.

If you are already in the call using another video endpoint, you can open and use Infinity Connect just to share content — for 
example, if you have joined the conference from a meeting room with a dedicated endpoint, and you want to show a presentation 
from your laptop without worrying about finding and connecting the correct cables.

You can also share videos and images with other Infinity Connect users by pasting their URL into the text/chat box (content may be 
blocked if you are using a reverse proxy with HTTP Content Security Policy (CSP) enabled).

Note that:

 l An administrator can configure individual Virtual Meeting Rooms and Virtual Auditoriums so that Guest participants are not 
allowed to present into the conference (they can still receive presentation content from other Host participants). By default, 
Guests are allowed to present content.

 l When a user is sharing their screen, content is sent to other participants at 2 fps by default. However, users can change this 
rate prior to sharing their screen by selecting Settings > Advanced Settings > Screen sharing quality. Note that this setting 
does not influence the frame rate used when sharing files and images, which are only updated each time the file or image 
changes.

Sharing your screen
Screen sharing is available when using the:

 l Infinity Connect web app via Chrome (requires the installation of a Chrome extension)

 l Infinity Connect web app via Firefox (requires Firefox version 52 or later).

 l Infinity Connect desktop client 

You can set the frame rate to use when sharing your screen. A lower frame rate will result in sharper images and is best for static 
presentations; a higher frame rate will be less sharp and is best for content where there is more motion. You must set the 
framerate to use before you join the conference via Settings > Advanced Settings > Screen sharing quality.

Infinity Connect web app via Chrome

You can choose to share the whole screen, or you can select an individual application to share. To share your screen:

 1. From the toolbar at the bottom of the screen, select Share my screen:

 2. If this is the first time you have shared your screen, follow the on-screen prompts to enable screen sharing.

 3. The first time that you use Infinity Connect via Chrome to share your screen from a conference hosted at a particular domain, a 
confirmation window will appear:
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Select OK to confirm that you want to share your screen.

 4. From either the Your Entire Screen or the Application Window options, select what you want to share (any applications that 
are currently minimized won't appear on the list):

Infinity Connect web app via Firefox

Within Firefox, you can only share a screen; you cannot select an individual application to share. To share your screen:

 1. From the toolbar at the bottom of the screen, select Share my screen:

 2. Select the screen you want to share:

Infinity Connect desktop client

You can choose to share the whole screen, or you can select an individual application to share. To share your screen:

 1. From the toolbar at the bottom of the screen, select Share my screen:

 2. From either the Your Entire Screen or the Application Window options, select what you want to share (any applications that 
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are currently minimized won't appear on the list):
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Sharing images and PDFs

Supported formats and clients

Images

You can share images from any Infinity Connect client. Infinity Connect supports the following image formats:

 l JPEG

 l BMP

 l PNG

 l GIF

PDFs

You can share PDFs directly from:

 l the Infinity Connect desktop client

 l the Infinity Connect web app

 l Infinity Connect mobile client for Android

PowerPoint presentations

You can't share PowerPoint presentations directly using this method. To share PowerPoint presentations, either 

 l Save the presentation as a PDF, and share that.

 l If you are using Infinity Connect via the Desktop client, Chrome or Firefox, from PowerPoint, open the presentation as a slide 
show, and then share your screen.

Selecting the images or PDFs to share

To share images or PDFs:

 1. From the toolbar at the bottom of the screen, select Present files:

The Presentation screen will appear:

 2. Select +, or drag and drop the file(s) you want to share into the Presentation window. You can add multiple files, and they can 
be a combination of images and PDFs (if supported by your device). Each image will be converted into an individual slide, as will 
each page of each PDF.

 3. By default, every slide will be selected for presenting, but you can click on individual slides to select and deselect them:
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 4. When you have selected all the slides you want to share, select Present. Use the left < and right > on-screen controls, or the 
arrow keys on your keyboard, to scroll through the slides. You also have the option to  View presentation in a separate 
window.

 5. To stop sharing the slides, from the toolbar select Stop presenting:

Any files you share remain yours - they are not available for other participants to download during or after the conference.

Using Infinity Connect for presentation, chat and conference control only
If you are already in a conference using an endpoint other than Infinity Connect (for example, a dedicated meeting room system), 
you can still access the additional features available to Infinity Connect users (such as conference control, chat, content sharing, and 
viewing the participants list) by using Infinity Connect to join the conference without sending or receiving audio or video. To do 
this:

 1. Open the Infinity Connect client on your computer or mobile device.

 2. From the home screen, disable your camera and microphone. The Call button will change to Present:

 3. Select Present and enter the name of the conference you wish to join.

You will join the conference as a presentation-only participant - you will not be sending any audio or video, and you will not receive 
any audio or video from other participants.

You can now share your screen or share images and PDFs, and view content being shared by other participants. You can also send 
and receive chat messages, view the participant list, and (if you are a Host) control aspects of the conference such as adding 
participants, muting participants, disconnecting participants, and locking the conference. 

At any point in the call you can also start sending and receiving audio or video. To do this, select Start video or Start audio from 
the toolbar at the bottom of the screen:

Locking a conference and allowing participants to join a locked conference
You can lock a conference if you want to prevent any further participants from joining a conference after it has started. A 
conference can be locked and unlocked by conference participants using Infinity Connect or using DTMF-enabled endpoints, or by 
using the Administrator interface.

When a conference is locked, any new participants who attempt to join the conference are held at a waiting screen. They can be 
allowed in individually by Infinity Connect participants (Hosts only) already in the conference.

The exact locking behavior depends on whether or not the Virtual Meeting Room or Virtual Auditorium being used has a Host PIN.
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If the service does not have a Host PIN:

 l Participants are able to join the conference until it is locked.

 l When the conference is locked:

 o A conference locked indicator  is displayed.

 o Any further participants who attempt to join the conference (including any Automatically Dialed Participants and manually-
invited participants) are held at the Waiting for the host screen.

 o All participants who are already in the conference are notified of any participants who are attempting to join the locked 
conference, and can allow the waiting participants to join. Notifications take the form of an on-screen message and an 
audio message/alert  for each participant attempting to join.

 l If the conference is unlocked, any participants who are still waiting will automatically join the conference.

If the service has a Host PIN:

 l Host and Guest participants are able to join the conference until it is locked.

 l When the conference is locked:

 o A conference locked indicator  is displayed to Host participants.

 o New participants who enter the Host PIN will join the conference immediately — locking does not apply to them.

 o Any new Guest participants (including any Automatically Dialed Participants and manually-invited participants who have 
been given a role of Guest) are held at the Waiting for the host screen.

 o All Host participants who are already in the conference are notified of any Guest participants who are attempting to join 
the locked conference, and can allow the waiting Guest participants to join. Notifications take the form of an on-screen 
message and an audio message/alert  for each participant attempting to join.

 l If the conference is unlocked, any Guest participants who are still waiting will automatically join the conference.

All of the on-screen indicators, messages and the Waiting for the host screen can be fully customized via the theme associated with 
your services.

Locking using the Administrator interface
To lock or unlock a conference from the Administrator interface:

 1. Log into the Pexip Infinity Administrator interface.

 2. Go to Status > Conferences.

 3. From the Service name column, select the conference you want to lock or unlock.

 4. At the bottom left of the page, select Lock conference or Unlock conference as appropriate.
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Locking using Infinity Connect
Host participants using Infinity Connect can lock and unlock the conference they are in by going to the side panel, selecting Control 

 and then selecting Lock meeting or Unlock meeting as appropriate:

When a conference has been locked, the timeline at the bottom of the Infinity Connect application will turn orange:

Locking using DTMF
If DTMF controls have been enabled, Host participants using telephones or SIP/H.323 endpoints can lock and unlock the conference 
using DTMF. The default DTMF entry to do this is *7 but this may have been customized. 

Allowing waiting participants to join a locked conference
When a new participant attempts to join a locked conference, all Host participants (on any endpoint) in the conference are notified 
that a participant is waiting to join. However, only Host participants who are using Infinity Connect can admit individual participants 
into the conference.

Participants who are waiting to join a locked conference are shown in the Participant list with a tick and cross next to their names. 
To allow these participants to join the conference, select the green tick. If you do not want them to join, select the red cross. 

If a conference is unlocked, all participants who are still waiting will automatically join the conference.

Rejecting a request to join a locked conference
If a Host (who is using Infinity Connect) does not want a waiting participant to join the conference immediately, they have two 
options:

 l To reject the request completely, the Host participant must click on the red cross icon next to the waiting participant's name. 
The waiting participant's call will be disconnected.

 l To leave the participant at the waiting for Host screen, the Host participant should do nothing. The waiting participant will 
remain at the waiting screen until:
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 o a Host participant chooses to let the waiting participant join the conference, or

 o the conference is unlocked (after which the waiting participant will automatically join the conference), or

 o the participant has been waiting for longer than the  specified waiting time (after which the participant will be 
disconnected)

 o the conference finishes (after which the waiting participant's call will be disconnected).

https://docs.pexip.com/admin/pins_hosts_guests.htm#host_timeout
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Administering Infinity Connect

Enabling the next-generation Infinity Connect web app
In version 18 of Pexip Infinity, the next-generation Infinity Connect web app is enabled by default for new deployments.

Existing deployments that have been upgraded to v18 and that did not have the tech preview of the next-generation web app 
enabled, will continue to use the legacy version by default. However, you can elect to use the next-generation web app in these 
deployments.

The next-generation web app requires a WebRTC-compatible browser (e.g. Chrome, Firefox, Opera, Microsoft Edge, and Safari). 
RTMP-based browsers (e.g. Internet Explorer) are not supported. These browsers will be redirected to the legacy version of the 
Infinity Connect web app.

To enable or disable use of the next-generation web app in your deployment, go to Platform Configuration > Global Settings and 
in the Connectivity section, select Default to next-generation Web App.

When this option is enabled, WebRTC-compatible browser users who:

 l enter just the IP address or FQDN of a Conferencing Node will view the next-generation version of the web app.

 l append /webapp to the end of the Conferencing Node's address will view the next-generation version of the web app.

 l wish to view the legacy version of the web app, can do so by appending /webapp1 to the end of the Conferencing Node's 
address.

When this option is disabled, WebRTC-compatible browser users:

 l will view the legacy version of the web app.

 l who append /webapp to the end of the Conferencing Node's address will view the legacy version of the web app.

 l who wish to view the next-generation version web app, can do so by appending /webapp2 to the end of the Conferencing 
Node's address.

In all cases, RTMP browser users will continue to view the legacy version of the web app.

For a guide on using the next-generation web app, see Using the  web app.

Obtaining diagnostic information from Infinity Connect
Users of Infinity Connect clients can obtain information about their client's incoming and outgoing audio and video streams, which 
may be helpful in diagnosing issues with call quality.

To obtain this information, from the top right of the side panel, select Control  and then select Get media stats.

Creating preconfigured links to launch conferences via Infinity Connect
You can construct URLs or hyperlinks that may be used to automatically launch the Infinity Connect client and take the user directly 
into a specific conference. If required it can also pass in any necessary information such as the caller's name or the PIN needed to 
enter the meeting.

The URLs are in two formats: one that can be used to launch the Infinity Connect web app, and one for use with the Infinity 
Connect desktop and mobile clients. The parameters that can included in the link are the same for both link types (with one 
exception).

Note that this topic describes how to create preconfigured URLs for use by next-generation Infinity Connect clients. For information 
on creating links to legacy clients, see the v17 documentation.

https://docs.pexip.com/end_user/infinity_connect_quickguides/using_legacy_clients.htm
https://docs.pexip.com/end_user/infinity_connect_quickguides/using_webapp.htm
https://docs.pexip.com/v17/end_user/guide_for_admins/infinity_connect_url.htm
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Links to the Infinity Connect web app
To open an instance of the Infinity Connect web app in the user's default browser and take them to the home screen (not into a 
specific conference), use the following link:

https://<address>/webapp/home

where <address> is the IP address or domain name of the Conferencing Node (or reverse proxy if, for example, it is being used to 
host a customized version of the web app).

To provide users with a URL that, when clicked, takes them straight into a specific conference, construct a URL in the format:

https://<address>/webapp/conference/<alias>?name=<name>&pin=<PIN>&role=<role>
&muteMicrophone=<muteMicrophone>&muteCamera=<muteCamera>&callType=<callType>&extension=<extension>

where:

 l <address> is the IP address or domain name of the Conferencing Node (or reverse proxy if, for example, it is being used to host 
a customized version of the web app).

 l <alias> is one of the aliases for the conference or service the user will join.

 l <name> is the name of the user who is joining the conference.

 l <PIN> is either the Host PIN or Guest PIN, if required.

 l <role> is guest if you want to allow Guests to automatically join a conference that allows Guests but has no Guest PIN. In all 
other cases, participants is asked to enter a PIN to join the conference (unless there is no Host PIN, or the URL already specifies 
a <PIN>); the PIN determines the participant's role and the <role> is ignored. Note that if role=host, participants are still 
prompted to enter the Host PIN  to join the conference; this parameter cannot be used to bypass PIN entry requirements.

 l <muteMicrophone> is true to join without sending audio (the user will still receive audio, and send and receive video).

 l <muteCamera> is true to join without sending video (the user will still receive video, and send and receive audio).

 l <callType> is one of:

 o none to join as a control-only participant, i.e. the user will not send or receive any audio or video. They can still access the 
conference controls and send and receive presentations.

 o audioonly to join as an audio-only participant, i.e. the user will send and receive audio but will not send or receive video.

 o video (the default) to join as a full (send and receive) audio and video participant.

 l <extension> is the Virtual Reception extension, or the Microsoft Skype for Business / Lync Conference ID.

The URL must always include https://<address>/webapp/conference/<alias>; the remainder of the fields are optional. If a field is 
not specified in the URL but is required when joining (i.e. name, and PIN if the conference uses PINs, or extension if one is 
requested), the participant will have to provide the information themselves before they can join the conference.

Examples

Assuming the domain name of your Conferencing Node is vc.example.com, and there is a Virtual Meeting Room with the alias 
meet.alice, which has no PIN:

 l the URL for Bob to join it directly would be:
https://vc.example.com/webapp/conference/meet.alice?name=Bob

If we then gave the same Virtual Meeting Room a Host PIN of 1234, and allowed Guests to join without a PIN:

 l the URL for Bob to join it directly as a Host would be:

https://vc.example.com/webapp/conference/meet.alice?name=Bob&pin=1234
 l the URL for Bob to join it directly as a Guest would be:

https://vc.example.com/webapp/conference/meet.alice?name=Bob&role=guest
 l the URL for Bob to join it directly as an audio-only Guest would be:

https://vc.example.com/webapp/conference/meet.alice?name=Bob&role=guest&callType=audioonly
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Links to the desktop and mobile clients
You can create a URL that, when clicked, opens the Infinity Connect client on that device, and takes the participant into the 
nominated conference. The same URL can be used for the desktop client and mobile clients for Android and iOS. This URL can be 
included in web pages, instant messages or emails (but note that some email clients such as Gmail will strip them out for security 
reasons).

The Infinity Connect desktop or mobile client must already be installed on the device.

The URL is in the format:

pexip://<alias>?host=<domain>&name=<name>&pin=<PIN>&role=<role>&muteMicrophone=<muteMicrophone>
&muteCamera=<muteCamera>&callType=<callType>&extension=<extension>

where:

 l <alias> is one of the aliases for the conference or service the user will join.

 l <domain> is the IP address or domain name of the Conferencing Node (or reverse proxy if, for example, it is being used to host 
a customized version of the web app) the client should connect to in order to place the call. Note that this will be ignored if 
the client is registered and Route calls via registrar has been enabled.

 l <name> is the name of the user who is joining the conference.

 l <PIN> is either the Host PIN or Guest PIN, if required.

 l <role> is guest if you want to allow Guests to automatically join a conference that allows Guests but has no Guest PIN. In all 
other cases, participants is asked to enter a PIN to join the conference (unless there is no Host PIN, or the URL already specifies 
a <PIN>); the PIN determines the participant's role and the <role> is ignored. Note that if role=host, participants are still 
prompted to enter the Host PIN  to join the conference; this parameter cannot be used to bypass PIN entry requirements.

 l <muteMicrophone> is true to join without sending audio (the user will still receive audio, and send and receive video).

 l <muteCamera> is true to join without sending video (the user will still receive video, and send and receive audio).

 l <callType> is one of:

 o none to join as a control-only participant, i.e. the user will not send or receive any audio or video. They can still access the 
conference controls and send and receive presentations.

 o audioonly to join as an audio-only participant, i.e. the user will send and receive audio but will not send or receive video.

 o video (the default) to join as a full (send and receive) audio and video participant.

 l <extension> is the Virtual Reception extension, or the Microsoft Skype for Business / Lync Conference ID.

The URL must always include pexip://<alias>; the remainder of the fields are optional. If a field is not specified in the URL but is 
required when joining (i.e. name, and PIN if the conference uses PINs, or extension if one is requested), the participant will have 
to provide the information themselves before they can join the conference.

Example - email footer

For example, Alice's personal meeting room has the alias meet.alice@example.com so she includes the following text in her email 
footer:

 l Video: <a href="pexip://meet.alice@example.com">meet.alice@example.com</a>

which displays as:

 l Video: meet.alice@example.com

Now, when someone who has an Infinity Connect client installed on their device clicks on the link in Alice's email, their client will 
open automatically with meet.alice@example.com already selected, and all they need to do is select Yes, join now at the 
confirmation screen:

https://docs.pexip.com/admin/registering_devices.htm#route_via_registrar
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Example - guest PIN

Alice's personal meeting room has a guest PIN of 1234. When Alice is chatting with a colleague using an instant messaging client and 
she wants to move the conversation to video, she sends them the message pexip://meet.alice@example.com?pin=1234, which 
automatically appears as a hyperlink. Her colleague clicks on the link and instantly joins Alice's personal meeting room as a guest.

Example - always join with microphone muted

If you want the participant to join a meeting with a PIN of 1234, and you want their microphone to be muted on joining, the URL 
would be: pexip://meet.alice@example.com?pin=1234&muteMicrophone=true

Setting up DNS records for Infinity Connect  client connectivity
You must set up DNS records so that the Infinity Connect clients know which host to contact when placing calls or registering to 
Pexip Infinity.

The host will typically be a public-facing Conferencing Node (for on-premises deployments where your Transcoding Conferencing 
Nodes are located within a private network we recommend that you deploy public-facing Proxying Edge Nodes).

To enable access from the Infinity Connect desktop clients and Infinity Connect mobile clients, each domain used in aliases in your 
deployment must either have a DNS SRV record for _pexapp._tcp.<domain>, or resolve directly to the IP address of a public-facing 
Conferencing Node.

The SRV records for _pexapp._tcp.<domain> should always:

 l point to an FQDN which must be valid for the TLS certificate on the target Conferencing Nodes

 l reference port 443 on the host.

Note that SRV records are not required for the Infinity Connect web app — the web app clients connect to Conferencing Nodes 
directly via DNS A-records, so no SRV lookup is required.

Ultimately it is the responsibility of your network administrator to set up SRV records correctly so that the Infinity Connect desktop 
client and Infinity Connect mobile client know which system to connect to.

You can use the tool at http://dns.pexip.com to lookup and check SRV records for a domain.

Using Infinity Connect from outside your network
In many cases, your Pexip Infinity deployment will be located inside a private network. If this is the case and you want to allow 
Infinity Connect users who are located outside your network (for example on another organization's network, from their home 
network, or the public internet) to connect to your deployment, you need to provide a way for those users to access those private 
nodes.

Since version 16, we recommend that you deploy Proxying Edge Nodes instead of a reverse proxy and TURN server if you want to 
allow externally-located clients to communicate with internally-located Conferencing Nodes. A Proxying Edge Node handles all 
media and signaling connections with an endpoint or external device, but does not host any conferences — instead it forwards the 
media on to a Transcoding Conferencing Node for processing.

If you do not want to deploy Proxying Edge Nodes, and thus want to route all signaling and media from external clients via a reverse 
proxy and a TURN server to your internal/on-premises nodes, you should note that only Pexip's Infinity Connect WebRTC clients 
(web app for Chrome, Firefox, Opera and Safari (version 11 onwards), the mobile clients for iOS and Android, and the desktop client) 

http://dns.pexip.com/
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will be able to establish media connectivity. Microsoft Edge browsers and any RTMP-based browsers (Internet Explorer and Safari 
(versions 6-10)) cannot use a TURN server and thus will not be able to send or receive media. For more information, see Pexip 
Reverse Proxy and TURN Server Deployment Guide.

Further information and connectivity examples
Information on how each of the Infinity Connect clients attempts to locate a Conferencing Node when placing a call is described in 
the following sections. Within each section is an example of the lookup process for that client. The example uses the following 
records:

Assume that the following _pexapp._tcp.vc.example.com DNS SRV records have been created:

_pexapp._tcp.vc.example.com. 86400 IN SRV 10 100 443 px01.vc.example.com.
 _pexapp._tcp.vc.example.com. 86400 IN SRV 20 100 443 px02.vc.example.com.

These point to the DNS A-records px01.vc.example.com, port 443 (HTTPS), with a priority of 10 and a weight of 100, and 
px02.vc.example.com, port 443, with a relatively lower priority of 20 and a weight of 100.

 l This tells the Infinity Connect desktop client  to initially send its HTTP requests to host px01.vc.example.com (our primary 
node) on TCP port 443. The desktop client will also try to use host px02.vc.example.com (our fallback node) if it cannot 
contact px01.

 l The Infinity Connect mobile client will send its HTTP requests either to px01.vc.example.com or to px02.vc.example.com, 
depending on the order of the returned SRV records. If it fails to contact the first host, it will not attempt to contact the second 
host address.

Infinity Connect desktop client - next-generation version

Registering

The Infinity Connect desktop client uses its configured Registration > Server address and performs a DNS SRV lookup on _pexapp._
tcp.<registration server address> to locate a Conferencing Node to which it can send its registration request.

In all cases, when performing an SRV lookup on _pexapp._tcp.<registration server address>:

 l If multiple records are returned, the client will attempt to contact each host in turn according to the priority of each returned 
record, although the weight is currently ignored.

 l If the SRV lookup fails, or the client fails to contact any of the hosts in the returned SRV records, it will then perform a DNS 
A-record lookup for that same domain. If that A-record lookup is successful, it will attempt to connect to port 443 on the IP 
address returned from the lookup. 

Making calls

The way in which next-generation Infinity Connect desktop clients decide which Conferencing Node to use when attempting to 
place a call depends on whether the client is registered, and on the global Route calls via registrar setting at the time of 
registration.

Note that in the following cases, when performing an SRV lookup on _pexapp._tcp.<address>:

 l If multiple records are returned, the client will attempt to contact each host in turn according to the priority and weight of 
each returned record.

 l If the SRV lookup fails, or the client fails to contact any of the hosts in the returned SRV records, it will then perform a DNS 
A-record lookup for <address>. If that A-record lookup is successful, it will attempt to connect to port 443 on the IP address 
returned from the lookup. 

The logic is as follows:

 1. If the client is registered and the Route calls via registrar setting is enabled, all calls will be directed to the IP address of the 
Conferencing Node to which the client is registered, regardless of the domain being dialed. From there, the call will be treated 
as an incoming call and processed according to the call routing logic described in Service precedence.

http://docs.pexip.com/rp_turn/rpturn_intro.htm
http://docs.pexip.com/rp_turn/rpturn_intro.htm
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/registering_devices.htm#route_via_registrar
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/dial_plan.htm#Service
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 2. If the client is not registered or Route calls via registrar is disabled, and the call has been placed via a URL that specifies a 
host domain, then the client will perform the SRV lookup on _pexapp._tcp.<host domain>. If a Conferencing Node cannot be 
contacted via this method, no further lookups will be performed and the client will report that it could not join the host 
domain.

 3. Otherwise, the client will perform a lookup on the domain portion of the address that was specified, i.e. _pexapp._
tcp.<address domain>.

Example

If a next-generation Infinity Connect desktop client is registered to Pexip Infinity and the global Route via registrar setting is 
enabled, then the client will route all calls directly to the IP address of the Conferencing Node to which it is registered. In all 
other cases, the following example applies.

When a user attempts to access meet.alice@vc.example.com:

 1. If the call is being placed via a preconfigured link that specifies a host domain, then the client will perform an SRV lookup on 
that domain, and attempt to contact one of the hosts returned in that lookup.
For example, if the URL is pexip://meet.alice@vc.example.com?host=localserver.example.com then the client will perform 
an SRV lookup on _pexapp._tcp.localserver.example.com. 
If the SRV lookup fails, or the returned hosts in the lookup cannot be contacted, the client will also attempt to connect directly 
to that domain, i.e. to http://localserver.example.com:443 (via DNS A-records for localserver.example.com).
If that also fails, no further lookups will be performed, and the client will report that it could not join the host domain.

 2. If the client still has not contacted a Conferencing Node, the client will attempt an SRV lookup on the domain portion of the 
address that was dialed, i.e. on _pexapp._tcp.vc.example.com. 
If the SRV lookup succeeds, it will return the records shown above, and the client will attempt to contact 
px01.vc.example.com (the record with the highest priority) on TCP port 443.

If it cannot contact px01.vc.example.com it will next try to contact px02.vc.example.com.
If it fails to contact either host, the client will also attempt to connect directly to the domain, i.e. to 
http://vc.example.com:443 (via DNS A-records for vc.example.com).
If that also fails, the desktop client will report that it has failed to contact a server.

Infinity Connect mobile client - next-generation version

Making calls

When placing a call, the Infinity Connect mobile client will attempt to locate a Conferencing Node by performing a single SRV 
lookup on the domain portion of the address that was specified, i.e. _pexapp._tcp.<address domain>. 

The client currently supports a single SRV record per domain. If multiple SRV records are returned by the SRV lookup, the client will 
attempt to contact the first host in the list, which may or may not be the preferred host. If this attempt fails, no further attempts 
will be made to contact other hosts on the list.

If the Infinity Connect mobile client cannot locate the host (i.e. the Conferencing Node) through DNS SRV discovery because either:

 l the SRV lookup does not return any records, or

 l the client cannot contact the first host on the list that is returned in the SRV lookup

it will fall back to performing a DNS A-record lookup for the domain in question. If successful, it will attempt to connect to port 443 
on the IP address returned from this A-record lookup.

https://docs.pexip.com/admin/registering_devices.htm?#route_via_registrar
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Example

In this example, when a user attempts to access meet.alice@vc.example.com, the client will attempt an SRV lookup on the 
domain portion of the address that was dialed, i.e. on _pexapp._tcp.vc.example.com.

If this SRV lookup succeeds, it will return the records shown above, and the client will attempt to contact the first host in the 
returned list on TCP port 443. Note that the addresses are returned in an arbitrary order and thus the first host may be either 
px01.vc.example.com or px02.vc.example.com.

If this SRV lookup fails, or it fails to contact the first host on the returned list, the client will attempt to connect to 
http://vc.example.com:443 (via DNS A-records for vc.example.com).

Infinity Connect desktop client - legacy version

Registering

The Infinity Connect desktop client will attempt to register to the configured Registration > Server address, which should be an IP 
address or FQDN of a local Conferencing Node. If this setting has not been configured, the client will attempt to register to the 
server address returned by an SRV lookup of the domain part of the registration alias. If there is no SRV record, it will use the 
domain part of the registration alias itself as the server address. If this fails, users will be presented with an expanded settings 
section where they can enter a different server address.

Making calls

When placing calls, the legacy Infinity Connect desktop client (as of version 2.1 and later) may attempt several DNS lookups for 
different domains — based on the dialed alias and the client's configuration — until it is able to connect to a Conferencing Node.

The domains on which the client will perform DNS lookups, and the order in which it will perform those lookups, is as follows:

 1. The domain portion, if specified, of the dialed Conference alias or URI.

 2. The serverAddress, if specified, in the client's application settings file (settings.json). This address is not configured in the 
default desktop client provided by Pexip, but an address could have been configured by using the Infinity Connect desktop 
client toolkit files to customize the client prior to installation.

 3. The Connection server address, if specified by the user, in the client Settings page.

 4. The Registration server address, if specified by the user, in the client Settings page. This address can either have been 
explicitly specified, or it may have been derived from the domain portion of the user name to be registered.

Note that in many environments, some of these addresses, when used, will often refer to the same domain.

For each domain, the client will first perform an SRV lookup on _pexapp._tcp.<domain>. If the SRV lookup fails, or the client fails to 
contact any of the hosts in the returned SRV records, it will then perform a DNS A-record lookup for that same domain. If that A-
record lookup is successful, it will attempt to connect to port 443 on the IP address returned from the lookup. If the client still fails 
to connect, it will move on to the next domain as specified in the list above. (The only exception is option 1, the dialed Conference 
alias or URI, where the client will perform an SRV lookup only.)

If multiple records are returned by an SRV lookup on _pexapp._tcp.<domain>, the client will attempt to contact each host in turn 
according to the priority of each returned record.
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Example

In this example, when a user attempts to access meet.alice@vc.example.com, the Infinity Connect desktop client will attempt an 
SRV lookup on _pexapp._tcp.vc.example.com:

 l If the SRV lookup succeeds, it will return the records shown above, and the Infinity Connect desktop client will attempt to 
contact px01.vc.example.com (the record with the highest priority) on TCP port 443.

If it cannot contact px01.vc.example.com it will next try to contact px02.vc.example.com.

 l If it fails to contact either host, or the SRV lookup fails, and neither a serverAddress, Connection server address nor a 
Registration server address have been specified, the desktop client will report that it has failed to contact a server.

 l If any of the serverAddress, Connection server address or a Registration server address have been specified, and are for a 
different domain to that of the dialed alias (vc.example.com in this case) the Infinity Connect desktop client will perform SRV 
lookups on those other domains, and attempt to contact the hosts returned in those lookups. For example, if the Connection 
server address is localserver.example.com then it will perform an SRV lookup on _pexapp._tcp.localserver.example.com.

 l If each subsequent SRV lookup fails, or the returned hosts in those lookups cannot be contacted, the Infinity Connect desktop 
client will also attempt to connect directly to that domain, for example to http://localserver.example.com:443 (via DNS A-
records for localserver.example.com).

Infinity Connect mobile client - legacy version

Registration

The Infinity Connect mobile client for Android will attempt to register to the configured Registration > Server address, which 
should be an IP address or FQDN of a local Conferencing Node. If this setting has not been configured, the client will attempt to 
register to the server address returned by an SRV lookup of the domain part of the registration alias. If there is no SRV record, it will 
use the domain part of the registration alias itself as the server address. If this fails, users will be presented with an expanded 
settings section where they can enter a different server address.

Making calls

When placing a call, the Infinity Connect mobile client will attempt to locate a Conferencing Node by performing a single SRV 
lookup on _pexapp._tcp.<domain>, where <domain> is determined as follows:

 l Android client: uses the Connection server address if specified, otherwise it uses the domain portion of the address that was 
dialed.

 l iOS client: uses the domain portion of the address that was dialed.

The client currently supports a single SRV record per domain. If multiple SRV records are returned by the SRV lookup on _pexapp._
tcp.<domain>, the client will attempt to contact the first host in the list, which may or may not be the preferred host. If this 
attempt fails, no further attempts will be made to contact other hosts on the list.

If the Infinity Connect mobile client cannot locate the host (i.e. the Conferencing Node) through DNS SRV discovery because either:

 l the SRV lookup on _pexapp._tcp.<domain> does not return any records, or

 l the client cannot contact the first host on the list that is returned in the SRV lookup

it will fall back to performing a DNS A-record lookup for the domain in question. If successful, it will attempt to connect to port 443 
on the IP address returned from this A-record lookup.
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Example

In this example, when a user attempts to access meet.alice@vc.example.com, the Infinity Connect mobile client will attempt an 
SRV lookup on _pexapp._tcp.vc.example.com:

 l If the SRV lookup succeeds, it will return the records shown above, and the Infinity Connect mobile client will attempt to 
contact the first host in the returned list on TCP port 443. Note that the addresses are returned in an arbitrary order and thus 
the first host may be either px01.vc.example.com or px02.vc.example.com.

 l If the SRV lookup fails, or it fails to contact the first host on the returned list, the Infinity Connect mobile client will attempt to 
connect to http://vc.example.com:443 (via DNS A-records for vc.example.com).

(Note that for the Android client, this example assumes that a Connection server address is not configured on the client. If a 
connection server address is specified, it would be used instead of the domain portion of the dialed conference address i.e. 
vc.example.com in this case.)

Troubleshooting Infinity Connect error messages
The table below lists the specific messages that may be presented to Infinity Connect users, along with their meaning and suggested 
resolution (where appropriate). To assist administrators with troubleshooting, the associated admin-facing message (which appears in 
the admin log, and when viewing historical information about a participant) is also given.

For help with general issues that may occur when using Infinity Connect clients within your deployment, see Troubleshooting the 
Pexip Infinity platform.

Admin-facing message User-facing message - 
legacy clients

User-facing message - 
next-generation clients

Message 
code

Meaning/resolution

Call Failed: Invalid role Invalid pin The PIN you entered is 
invalid - please try again.

#pex100  

Call Failed: Invalid PIN Invalid pin The PIN you entered is 
invalid - please try again.

#pex101 The PIN that was entered did not match the 
Host (or Guest, if configured) PIN.

Call Failed: 502 Bad Gateway Unable to connect to 
the server 

There is no connection. 
Please try again.

#pex111  

Call Failed: 503 Service 
Unavailable

Unable to connect to 
the server

There is no connection 
available.

#pex112  

Call Failed: Invalid token Lost connection to 
the server

Your connection was 
lost. Please try again.

#pex113  

Call Failed: Out of resource Cannot connect your 
call: the system you 
are trying to connect 
to is currently at full 
capacity

The system you are 
trying to reach is over 
capacity.

#pex114  

transfer failed transfer failed Transfer failed. #pex115 A Host participant attempted to transfer 
another participant from the current meeting 
to another meeting, but failed.

Call Failed: Unexpected 
Response: 503

Call Failed: 
Unexpected 
Response: 503

Call failed - please 
contact your 
administrator

#pex116 Pexip Infinity received an Unexpected 
Response (503) when trying to place the call. If 
this issue persists, you may wish to send a 
snapshot to your Pexip authorized support 
representative.

https://docs.pexip.com/admin/troubleshooting.htm#clients
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/troubleshooting.htm#clients
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Admin-facing message User-facing message - 
legacy clients

User-facing message - 
next-generation clients

Message 
code

Meaning/resolution

Call failed: <code>  The call failed. Please try 
again.

#pex117 Generic failure code.

Could not join 
localhost:8080

 The server cannot be 
reached.

#pex118 The host server (obtained either as the result 
of the DNS lookup, or by using the domain 
part of the dialed alias) could not be found.

Call Failed: Failed to forward 
request

 Call Failed: Failed to 
forward request

#pex119  

Conference host ended the 
conference with a DTMF 
command

The conference was 
ended by a Host

A Host ended the 
meeting.

#pex120 A Host participant ended the call using a DTMF 
command. (For more information, see Using 
DTMF to control a conference.)

Conference terminated by a 
Host participant

The conference was 
ended by a Host 

A Host ended the 
meeting.

#pex121 An Infinity Connect Host participant has 
selected "disconnect all", or a client API 
command was used to terminate the 
conference.

Conference terminated by 
an administrator

The conference was 
ended by an 
administrator 

An administrator ended 
the meeting.

#pex122 An administrator using the Pexip Infinity 
Administrator interface has selected 
“disconnect all”, or a management API 
command was used to end the conference.

Disconnected by an 
administrator

Disconnected by an 
administrator

An administrator 
disconnected you from 
the meeting.

#pex123 An administrator using the Pexip Infinity 
Administrator interface has disconnected this 
particular participant.

Disconnected by another 
participant

Another participant 
has disconnected you

Another participant in 
the meeting 
disconnected you.

#pex124 A Host using an Infinity Connect client has 
disconnected a specific participant.                     

Conference terminated by 
another participant

 A Host ended the 
meeting.

#pex125 An Infinity Connect Host participant has 
selected "disconnect all", or a client API 
command was used to terminate the 
conference.

Timeout waiting for 
conference host to join or 
permit access to locked 
conference

Timeout waiting for 
conference host to 
join or permit access 
to locked conference

The meeting Host has 
not joined or unlocked 
the meeting.

#pex126 The participant timed out because the 
conference Host either did not join the 
conference, or did not permit the participant 
to join a locked conference. For more 
information, see Limiting how long Guests can 
wait for a Host.

 Call failed: Disabled Call failed: Disabled #pex127 The setting to  Enable support for Pexip Infinity 
Connect and Mobile App has been disabled by 
an administrator.

Call failed: failed to establish 
media to server. Ensure 
required firewall ports are 
permitted.

 Call failed: a firewall may 
be blocking access. 

#pex128 An ICE failure has occurred.

Media process disconnected Something went 
wrong with the 
conference. Please try 
to connect again 

Something went wrong 
with the meeting. Please 
try to connect again.

#pex130 The Conferencing Node hosting the media has 
encountered an unexpected behavior.

https://docs.pexip.com/admin/dtmf_controls.htm
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/dtmf_controls.htm
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/pins_hosts_guests.htm#host_timeout
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/pins_hosts_guests.htm#host_timeout
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/global_settings.htm#enable_clients
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/global_settings.htm#enable_clients
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Admin-facing message User-facing message - 
legacy clients

User-facing message - 
next-generation clients

Message 
code

Meaning/resolution

Media node disconnected Something went 
wrong with the 
conference. Please try 
to connect again 

Something went wrong 
with the meeting. Please 
try to connect again.

#pex131 The signaling node lost connectivity to the 
media node. 

Proxied participant 
disconnected

Something went 
wrong with the 
conference. Please try 
to connect again 

Something went wrong 
with the meeting. Please 
try to connect again.

#pex132 A proxied participant was disconnected.

No participants can keep 
conference alive

The conference has 
ended 

The meeting has ended. #pex140 This was the only remaining participant, and 
they were an ADP that was not configured to 
keep the conference alive. (For more 
information, see Automatically ending a 
conference.)                     

All conference hosts 
departed hosted conference

The conference has 
ended because all 
Hosts have 
disconnected.

The meeting ended 
because the Host(s) left.

#pex141 There are no Host participants remaining in 
the conference. (For more information, see 
Automatically ending a conference.)                     

Last remaining participant 
removed from conference 
after timeout

Last remaining 
participant removed 
from conference after 
timeout

You were the only 
participant left in the 
meeting.

#pex142 This was the only participant remaining, and 
they were disconnected after the configured 
amount of time. (For more information, see 
When there is only one participant remaining 
in the conference.)

Test call finished Test call finished The test call has finished. #pex143 This was a call to the Test Call Service which 
was automatically disconnected after the 
specified time.

Call rejected The person you are 
trying to call did not 
answer or could not 
be reached 

The person you are 
trying to call did not 
answer or could not be 
reached.

#pex150 The person being called did not answer or 
could not be reached.

Call disconnected The other participant 
has disconnected 

The other participant 
has disconnected.

#pex151 An Infinity Connect client has been 
disconnected by themselves or another 
system other than Pexip Infinity.

Gateway dial out failed The call could not be 
placed 

The call could not be 
placed.

#pex152 The alias matched a Call Routing Rule but the 
call could not be placed.

invalid gateway routing rule 
transform

The call could not be 
placed. Please 
contact your 
administrator                     

The call could not be 
placed. Please contact 
your administrator.

#pex153
                     

The alias matched a Call Routing Rule but the 
resulting alias was not valid.

Call Failed: Neither 
conference nor gateway 
found

Invalid conference 
<alias>

"Cannot connect to 
<alias>. Check this 
address and try again.

#pex154 The alias that was dialed did not match any 
aliases or Call Routing Rules.

Could not join <domain part 
of dialed alias>

 Could not join 
<domain>

#pex155 The domain is not part of a Pexip Infinity 
deployment. This error can occur if an 
incorrect serverAddress has been specified 
during customization.

https://docs.pexip.com/admin/automatically_terminate.htm
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/automatically_terminate.htm
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/automatically_terminate.htm#only_guests
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/automatically_terminate.htm#one_participant
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/automatically_terminate.htm#one_participant
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/test_call_service.htm
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Admin-facing message User-facing message - 
legacy clients

User-facing message - 
next-generation clients

Message 
code

Meaning/resolution

Participant failed to join 
conference Reason="No 
direct route between Edge 
and Transcoding"

 The call could not be 
placed.

#pex156 There is an issue with media location policy. 
For more information, see Configuring policy 
profiles

Not Found: The requested 
URL <address> was not 
found on this server

 Could not join 
<domain>

#pex157 Check that the URL is structured correctly.

Failed to gather IP 
addresses.

Failed to gather IP 
addresses.

Call failed. Please disable 
any privacy extensions 
on your browser.

#pex170 The browser cannot find the local IP address. 
This may be due to ad blockers.

An Infinity Connect WebRTC client could not 
determine its IP address. This may because 
there are privacy extensions installed.

Call Failed: Error: Could not 
get access to 
camera/microphone. Have 
you allowed access? Has any 
other application locked the 
camera?

Your camera and/or 
microphone are not 
available. Ensure they 
are not being used by 
another application.

Your camera and/or 
microphone are not 
available. Please make 
sure they are not being 
actively used by another 
app.

#pex171 An Infinity Connect WebRTC participant has 
not allowed their camera or microphone to 
be shared, or has no camera or microphone 
available.

Presentation ended Presentation ended The presentation 
ended.

#pex180  

Presentation stream 
remotely disconnected

Presentation stream 
remotely 
disconnected

The presentation 
stream was 
disconnected.

#pex181  

Presentation stream 
unavailable

Presentation stream 
unavailable

The presentation 
stream is unavailable.

#pex182  

Screenshare cancelled Screenshare cancelled The screenshare was 
cancelled.

#pex183  

Screenshare error Screenshare error Something went wrong 
with screenshare. Please 
try again.

#pex184  

Screenshare remotely 
disconnected

Screenshare remotely 
disconnected

The screenshare was 
disconnected.

#pex185  

Timer expired awaiting 
token refresh

Timer expired 
awaiting token 
refresh

Error connecting to the 
meeting

#pex190 An Infinity Connect WebRTC client was unable 
to refresh its token after 2 minutes. This is 
likely due to network issues.

Resource unavailable Call failed: Resource 
unavailable

Error connecting to the 
meeting

#pex191 There was insufficient transcoding capacity on 
the Proxying Edge Node on which the call 
landed.

Participant exceeded PIN 
entry retries

Participant exceeded 
PIN entry retries

Too many PIN entry 
attempts

#pex192 The participant exceeded the allowed number 
of PIN entry attempts (3).

 Invalid license Error connecting to the 
meeting. Please contact 
your administrator

#pex193  

https://docs.pexip.com/admin/policy_profiles.htm
https://docs.pexip.com/admin/policy_profiles.htm
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Admin-facing message User-facing message - 
legacy clients

User-facing message - 
next-generation clients

Message 
code

Meaning/resolution

Participant failed to join 
conference... 
Reason="Participant limit 
reached"

Call Failed: Participant 
limit reached

This meeting has 
reached the maximum 
number of participants.

#pex194 A user has attempted to join a conference 
that has exceeded its configured number of 
participants. For more information, see 
Limiting the number of participants.

 Insufficient licenses Error connecting to the 
meeting. Please contact 
your administrator.

#pex195 All the existing licenses are currently in use. For 
more information, see Insufficient licenses.

https://docs.pexip.com/admin/limiting_participants.htm
https://docs.pexip.com//admin/licenses.htm#Insuffic
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